
Golf: The Last Six Inches - Unlocking the
Secrets of Putting Success
In the world of golf, the putting green serves as the ultimate proving
ground, where the true test of a golfer's skill and finesse is put to the
ultimate test. It is often said that "driving for show, but putting for dough,"
highlighting the critical importance of proficient putting technique and
strategy for achieving lower scores and overall golfing success.
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While the full swing and tee shots often garner the lion's share of attention,
it is actually the seemingly innocuous six inches between the putter and the
ball that can make or break a round. Mastering this crucial aspect of the
game requires a deep understanding of proper technique, coupled with a
sound putting strategy. This comprehensive guide delves into the intricacies
of putting, providing golfers of all skill levels with the necessary knowledge
and insights to elevate their game to new heights.
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Putting Technique: A Foundation for Success

Effective putting begins with a solid technical foundation. Here are some
key elements to consider:

1. Grip: The grip plays a pivotal role in controlling the putter and
maintaining a consistent stroke. Many golfers prefer the "baseball"
grip, where the hands are placed on the putter as if holding a baseball
bat.

2. Stance: The stance should be balanced and comfortable, with the feet
shoulder-width apart and the weight evenly distributed. Proper posture
ensures stability and allows for a smooth, fluid stroke.

3. Stroke: The putting stroke should be smooth and controlled, with
minimal wrist action. Keep the head down and focus on accelerating
the putter through the ball, ensuring a firm and consistent strike.

4. Follow-Through: After striking the ball, continue the stroke smoothly,
following through to a balanced finish. This helps maintain control and
accuracy.

Putting Strategy: Mastering the Green

Beyond technique, putting strategy is equally crucial for success on the
greens. Here are some key considerations:

Read the Green: Before attempting a putt, take the time to assess the
green's slope, speed, and grain. This information will help determine
the correct line and speed for your putt.

Aim High: Aiming slightly above the hole can help compensate for the
ball's tendency to break or curve towards the low side.



Control Distance: Practice controlling the distance of your putts, as it
is crucial for leaving yourself tap-ins or makeable second putts.

Lag Putting: When faced with longer putts, focus on getting the ball
close to the hole rather than trying to make it in one shot. This
conservative approach can save strokes in the long run.

Mental Approach: Maintain a positive and focused mental approach
on the greens. Avoid getting discouraged by missed putts and
concentrate on making the next one.

Common Putting Mistakes and How to Avoid Them

Identifying and correcting common putting errors can significantly improve
performance on the greens. Here are some mistakes to watch out for:

1. Jerking the Putter: Avoid sudden or jerky movements during the
stroke. Maintain a smooth and controlled tempo throughout.

2. Lifting the Head: Keep your head down and focused on the ball
throughout the stroke. Lifting the head can cause the putter to deviate
from its intended path.

3. Over-Reading the Green: While reading the green is important, avoid
over-analyzing and adjusting excessively. Trust your instincts and
make a confident stroke.

4. Not Practicing: Consistent practice is essential for improving putting
skills. Allocate dedicated time to practicing on both short and long putts
to develop consistency and control.

5. Equipment Misfit: Ensure that your putter fits your height, stance, and
swing. An ill-fitting putter can hinder your ability to make consistent



strokes.

Mastering the "last six inches" in golf is a transformative skill that can
unlock significant improvements in your game. By understanding and
implementing the principles outlined in this guide, you can elevate your
putting technique and strategy, reduce frustration, and achieve lower
scores on the golf course. Remember, consistent practice, a positive
mental approach, and a willingness to learn and improve are key to
unlocking the secrets of putting success.

Embark on a journey to conquer the greens with newfound confidence and
precision. Embrace the challenge, refine your skills, and experience the
transformative power of becoming a proficient putter. The next time you
step onto the green, approach it with a renewed sense of purpose, knowing
that you possess the knowledge and tools to conquer the "last six inches"
and achieve golfing excellence.
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